
 

 

 

Release Notes            September 16, 2020 
 

This deployment may include new features, bug fixes, security enhancements, and data migration 
related issues.  The below list contains all the items that will go to Production on 9.16.20.  

 

[Business Enhancement] Add a sort drop down on the PA, BS and ICD-10 tabs to switch the lists from 

newest to oldest or oldest to newest 

 

[Business Enhancement] Move the Request Follow- button to the top of the page for better visibility and 

disable the Submit to Billing button within the PA until the Followed-up button is clicked 

 

[Business Enhancement] Update the PA Search box on the main Dashboard to search All Statuses 

 

[Business Enhancement] Add a new filter under the Additional Filters section called ‘Has ABN’ to the Patient 

Agreement, Billing Submission & ICD-10 tabs 

[Business Enhancement] Add the ability to filter the Rental Product page by Inventory Location 

[Business Enhancement] Add an additional Archive Reason called ‘Test’ 

[Business Enhancement] Show the Obsolete pill on the Restock Form page if a DJO product has been 

labeled as Obsolete and add a tooltip letting user know product will not be restocked 

[Business Enhancement] Update the wording on the Restock Status tab to ‘Open Restocks’ to be consistent 

 

 



 

 

Release Notes Continued          September 16, 2020 

 

[Business Enhancement] Update the Product page view 

 

[Operational Enhancement] Update the Account manage page Integration section to include more helpful 

information 

[Operational Enhancement] Prevent Admin users in DJO accounts from creating new Items for Account 

Group products 

[Operational Enhancement] Improve product search responses on the PA page 

[Operational Enhancement] Improve dashboard loading 

[Operational Enhancement] The DJO Shipping Threshold should error if > than 1M 

[Future Functionality] Add the ability to mark a CF as complete so it can be attached to the PA 

[Bug Fix] Taking payment in OC account with PV enabled is causes screen to freeze 

[Bug Fix] Attach Prescription option can’t be selected until page is refreshed 

[Bug Fix] Clicking the ‘Preview Patient Agreement PDF’ in account manage page throws HB error 

[Bug Fix] Address Honeybadger error – Affix is not a function 

[Bug Fix] Inventory Locations index page is breaking when cards have different sized address detail 

[Chore] Upgrade all the Exercise Views to bootstrap 4 

[Chore] Address irrelevant schema.rb changes when you run migrations 

 


